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Just as houses are made of stones, so is science made of facts; but
a pile of stones is not a house and a collection of facts not
necessarily science. Henri Poincaré
Some fun lines and famous quotations
Jack Benny played Mendelsson last night. Mendelsson lost.
Jack the Ripper excused himself on the grounds that it was human nature.
Japan is an important ally of ours. Japan and the United States of the Western industrialized
capacity, 60 percent of the GNP, two countries. That's a statement in and of itself. J. Danforth
Quayle
Jazz is the folk music of the machine age. Paul Whiteman
Jazz may be a thrilling communion with the primitive soul; or it may be an ear-splitting bore.
Winthrop Sargeant
Jazz tickles your muscles, symphonies stretch your soul. Paul Whiteman
Jazz will endure as long as people hear it through their feet instead of their brains. John Philip
Sousa
Jealousy... all the fun you think they have.
Jealousy is... a tiger that tears not only its prey but also its own raging heart. Michael Beer
Jealousy is the groundless fear that a partner is interested in or in love with someone else. Max
Lüscher
Jealousy is the injured lover's hell. John Milton
Jealousy is the tribute mediocrity pays to genius. Fulton J. Sheen
Jealousy lives upon doubts. It becomes madness or ceases entirely as soon as we pass from doubt to
certainty. François de La Rochefoucauld
Jesting is often only indigence of intellect. Jean de La Bruyère
Jests that give pains are no jests. Miguel de Cervantes
Jesus is coming, everyone look busy. (Bumper Sticker)
Jesus paid a dept he didn't owe because we had a dept we couldn't pay.

Jesus saves... but Gretzky gets the rebound! He shoots. HE SCOOORES!
Jesus saves; Moses invests; but only Buddha pays dividends.
Jesus saves sinners... and redeems them for valuable cash prizes. John Wichers
Job placement: Telling your boss what he can do with your job.
Jobs are physically easier, but the worker now takes home worries instead of an aching back.
Homer Bigart
Jogging through the forest is pleasant, as is relaxing by the fire with a glass of gentle Bordeaux and
discussing one's travels. Racing is another matter. The frontrunner's mind is filled with an
anguished fearfulness, a panic, which drives into pain. Kenny Moore
John von Neumann was the only student I was ever afraid of. George Pólya
John Wesley said that if you give up the witchcraft, you must give up the Bible. He is right. The
choice is easy for me. Rupert Hughes
Johnnie was a chemist / A chemist he is no more. / For what he thought was H2O / Was H2SO4.
(H2SO4 = sulfuric acid)
Join the Army: Travel to exotic distant lands. Meet exciting, unusual people and kill them.
Joking is undignified, that's why it's so good for one's soul. G. K. Chesterton
Joseph Stalin's grave was a Communist Plot.
Journalism is literature in a hurry. Matthew Arnold
Journalism is unreadable, and literature is unread. Oscar Wilde
Journalism, like prostitution, is a career in which just one foray makes a professional.
Journalism will kill you, but it will keep you alive while you are at it.
Journalist: A professional whose job it is to explain to others what it personally does not
understand. Lord Northcliffe
Journalists are a less than dependable source of accurate quotes. (Keyes Rules of Misquotation,
Axiom 1, Corollary 1E)
Journalists do not live by words alone, although sometimes they have to eat them. Adlai E.
Stevenson
Journeys end in lovers meeting, / Every wise man's son doth know. William Shakespeare
Joy is a magical behavior which tends by incantation to realize the possession of the desired object
as instantaneous totality. This behavior is accompanied by the certainty that the possession will
be realized sooner or later, but it seeks to anticipate this possession. Jean-Paul Sartre (19051980)
Joy is not a thing, it is in us. Richard Wagner (1813-1883)
Joys divided are increased. Josiah Gilbert Holland
Judaism lives not in an abstract creed, but in its institutions. Auerbach
Judas had given them the slip. Mathew Henry (1662-1714)
Judge: A law student who marks his own papers. H. L. Mencken
Judge a man by his questions rather than by his answers. Francis M. Voltaire (1694-1778)
Judge a tree from its fruit; not from the leaves. Euripides (B.C. 480-406)
Judge not according to the appearance. New Testament
Judge not the horse by his saddle. Chinese Proverb
Judge of a jest when you have done laughing. William Lloyd
Judge people by what they are, not where they are.
Judge people from where they stand, not from where you stand.
Judgement comes from experience, and great judgement comes from bad experience. Robert
Packwood
Judges are, in many respects, like parents. You have to give them a good enough reason to do what
you want. Darlene Ricker
Judges are people who start out knowing everything about everything but end up knowing nothing
about anything because of their constant association with experts and lawyers.
July 4. Statistics show that we lose more fools on this day than in all the other days of the year put
together. This proves, by the number left in stock, that one fourth of July per year is now
inadequate, the country has grown so. Mark Twain

Junk: stuff we throw away. Stuff: junk we keep.
Jury: Twelve men and women trying to decide which party has the best lawyer.
Jury: Twelve people who determine which client has the better lawyer.
Just a little faster...its not usually this soft. Greg Marmaland
Just another inmate in this ASYLUM.
Just as a stream flows smoothly on as long as it encounters no obstruction, so the nature of man and
animal is such that we never really notice or become conscious of what is agreeable to our will;
if we are to notice something, our will has to have been thwarted, has to have experienced a
shock of some kind. Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860)
Just as houses are made of stones, so is science made of facts; but a pile of stones is not a house and
a collection of facts not necessarily science. Henri Poincaré
Just as the results of inebriety are most painful to the habitually sober, and just as the greatest saints
have often been the greatest sinners, so, when the first class brain does something stupid, the
stupidity of that occasion is colossal. Stanley Baldwin (1867-1947)
Just as the sand-dunes, heaped one upon another, hide each the first, so in life the former deeds are
quickly hidden by those that follow after. Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (121-180)
Just as too much charity is the handiwork of a fool, so too much patience is the hallmark of a
coward. Kabbalah
Just as your car runs more smoothly and requires less energy to go faster and farther when the
wheels are in perfect alignment, you perform better when your thoughts, feelings, emotions,
goals, and values are in balance. Brian Tracy
Just because a person grows older, it doesn't mean he necessarily grows up.
Just because everything is different doesn't mean anything has changed. Southern Californian
Oracle
Just because I was born doesn't give me the right to scorn and devalue you or let you try to diminish
me. Instead, my rights are to make sure that I control myself and recognize your right to control
yourself. Nellie Curtiss
Just because I'm getting older doesn't mean I have to grow up.
Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that everyone isn't out to get me.
Just because something doesn't do what you planned it to do doesn't mean it's useless. Thomas Alva
Edison (1847-1931)
Just because something won't last forever doesn't mean it can't last a lifetime. Casper
Just because you are not paranoid doesn't mean they are not out to get you.
Just because you are paranoid does not mean that no one is following you.
Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they AREN'T after you.
Just because your ad looks good is no insurance that it will get looked at. How many people do you
know who are impeccably groomed… but dull? William Bernbach
Just because your doctor has a name for your condition doesn't mean he knows what it is.
Just because your voice reaches halfway around the world doesn't mean you are wiser than when it
reached only to the end of the bar. Edward R. Murrow (1908-1965)
Just call me Bill. I was born on the first of the month.
Just do what must be done. This may not be happiness, but it is greatness. George Bernard Shaw
Just don't give up trying to do what you really want to do. Where there's love and inspiration, I don't
think you can go wrong. Ella Fitzgerald
Just fill out one simple form by April 17 to win a Tax Audit!
Just for today, I will not sit in my living room all day watching TV; instead I will move my TV into
the bedroom.
Just give Alice some pencils and she will stay busy for hours.
Just go out there and do what you have to do. Martina Navratilova
Just in right the first time.
Just praise is only a debt, but flattery is a present. Samuel Johnson
Just pretending to be rich keeps some people poor.
Just remember, it is better to have a lobster on your piano, than a crab on your organ...

Just remember: when you go to court, you are trusting your fate to twelve people that weren't smart
enough to get out of jury duty.
Just say nyet. John Quill Taylor
Just think of the tragedy of teaching children not to doubt. Clarence Darrow
Just try explaining the value of statistical summaries to the widow of the man who drowned
crossing a stream with an average depth of four feet.
Just when I make ends meet, someone moves one end.
Just when I was getting used to yesterday, along came today.
Just when you get going, someone injects a dose of reality with a large needle.
Just when you learn to make the most of it, most of it is gone.
Just when you think you've finally hit bottom, someone tosses you a shovel.
Just when you think you've finally hit bottom, someone tosses you an anchor.
Just when you think you've made ends meet, somebody moves the ends.
Justice: A decision in your favor.
Justice and power must be brought together, so that whatever is just may be powerful, and whatever
is powerful may be just. Blaise Pascal
Justice cannot be for one side alone, but must be for both. Eleanor Roosevelt
Justice is a commodity which in a more or less adulterated condition the State sells to the citizen as
a reward for his allegiance, taxes and personal service. Ambrose Bierce
Justice is a concept. Muscle is the reality. Linda Blandford
Justice is a decision in your favor.
Justice is better than chivalry if we cannot have both. Alice Stone Blackwell
Justice is incidental to law and order. J. Edgar Hoover
Justice is itself the great standing policy of civil society; and any eminent departure from it, under
any circumstances, lies under the suspicion of being no policy at all. Edmund Burke
Justice is justice though it's always delayed and finally done only by mistake. George Bernard
Shaw
Justice is the bread of the nation; it is always hungry for it. François de Chateaubriand
Justice is the crowning glory of the virtues. Cicero
Justice is the firm and continuous desire to render to everyone that which is his due. Justinian
Justice is the first virtue of those who command, and stops the complaints of those who obey. Denis
Diderot
Justice is the great interest of man on earth. Daniel Webster
Justice is the insurance which we have on our lives and property. Obedience is the premium which
we pay for it. William Penn
Justice is the ligament which holds civilized beings and civilized nations together. Daniel Webster
Justice must not only be done; it must be seen to be believed.
Justice should remove the bandage from her eyes long enough to distinguish between the vicious
and the unfortunate. Robert G. Ingersoll
Justice, sir, is the great interest of man on earth. Daniel Webster (1782-1852)
Justice will be achieved only when those who are not injured are as outraged as those who are.
Solon of Athens
Justice? You get justice in the next world, in this world you have the law. William Gaddis
Juxtaposition: Dr Arnold Juxta's famous appendix to the Kama Sutra.

